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TRAUMA AND ABUSE IN THE CASE OF LITTLE HANS: A CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVE
Newly available interviews with Max and Herbert Graf describe the severe pathology of Little Hans's mother and her mistreatment of her husband and her daughter, who committed suicide as an adult. Reread in this context, the text of "A Phobia in a Five-year-old Boy" provides ample evidence of Frau Graf's sexual seduction and emotional manipulation of her son, which exacerbated his age-expectable castration and separation anxiety, and her beating of her infant daughter. The boy's phobic symptoms can therefore be deconstructed not only as the expression of oedipal fantasy, but as a communication of the traumatic abuse occurring in the home. Through subliminal, indeed unconscious, injunctions conveyed in abusive behavior, parents can confirm the child's worst imaginings and immature views of the world and thereby render the child's oedipal conflicts and fantasies pathogenic. F or many years, analysts have viewed Freud's "Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-year-old Boy" (1909) as perhaps the most innocent of his published cases-a garden-variety instance of a predetermined oedipus complex gone awry. I myself wrote about Little Hans in the days of my fatherhood research, using the text at hand to emphasize Hans's turning to his father in a retreat into negative oedipal submission (Ross 1989) . What I didn't know at the time is that given who Hans's mother seems to have been, the little boy (whose real name was Herbert Graf) had no other choice. Nor could I see in the text itself evidence, which becomes so clear once we have the newly derestricted interviews of Max, Herbert, and Lise Graf as reference points, that the phobia was a symbolic representation not merely of age-expectable oedipal fantasy but of a caretaker's actual seductiveness, sadism, and explosiveness. The complete case history, I have come to believe, is not simply about Hans's incestuous and partricidal conflicts; it is also about how the trauma of parental abuse and the subliminal communications that underlie it make those conflicts pathogenic.
Context-historical, cultural, subcultural, indeed life-historicalmust qualify any statements about the Graf family's subjective experience. Their story took place a hundred years ago in Vienna, when psychoanalysis was in its infancy and was considered not only a treatment modality but a "movement." Little was known about psychosis, much less borderline pathology of the kind apparently exhibited by Frau Graf. Chemical agents of the sort alluded to by Freud in one of his last papers (1940) were not yet available to compensate for what he conceded at the end of his life to be the limitations of psychoanalytic therapy. At the time, long before there was a "battered child syndrome" (Kempe et al. 1962) , corporal punishment for children, often amounting to what today we would call abuse, was rationalized and sexual overstimulation commonplace. The interviews at our disposal today took place fifty years later, when Viennese emigrés, their hierarchical organizational systems, and their id psychology still dominated American psychoanalytic institutes (Ross 1999) and when ego psychology, with its stress on the developing child's adaptation to an evolving environment, was just gaining a foothold. At the same time, analysts were just beginning to be aware of the work of Piaget and other psychologists studying the child's cognitive development. Borderline personality disorders were beginning to be diagnosed in the 1950s, while neuroleptics were first being used to treat psychosis and psychotic episodes.
It is now yet another half-century later, and we are familiar not only with the new nosology, biological predispositions, and psychopharmacology but with the role of trauma in pathogenesis. American psychoanalysis has opened up; accenting intersubjective communications between parents and children (Ross 1982) , we no longer find the seduction theory incompatible with the importance of psychic reality. Indeed, we have become quite focused on the intergenerational transmission of trauma.
From a life-historical perspective, Herbert had been a helpless child at the time the "analysis" took place, while his young father Max, who was estranged from his own father, was an acolyte of Freud's. Decades later, both tragedy and further accomplishments of their own brought out the other side of their inevitable ambivalence toward the great man (see, e.g., Graf 1942) . Nor is the reliability of their memory by any means certain. The new data provided by the interviews, and even the brief note from Hans's mother Olga, are subjective in nature. By their own admission, the recollections of both father and son are incomplete and subject to distortion. Whatever our transferences to Freud, we today have less of a personal stake in the situation that I am about to describe and so are potentially more removed from it as we draw inferences from this newly available data.
The interpretations I am about to tender represent but one perspective on the meaning of Little Hans's symptom neurosis. Nonetheless, given Freud's tendency, at least in his theorizing, to bypass real events in order to concentrate essentially on the patient's "psychic reality," I believe that it is vital to keep in mind what Erikson (1964) termed "historical actuality." Over the years, inspired by Freud's zeal to move beyond "material reality" (Freud 1900 ) and faced with the epistemological limits of the consulting room, many analysts have tended to privilege unconscious fantasy over unrecovered memory. It is with this trend in mind that I will adopt a more contemporary perspective on the role of actual trauma in pathogenesis and thus stress the egocentric processing and representation of developmentally meaningful events in this "phobia in a five-year-old."
When all is said and done about how we analysts think, then and now, I must stress that it is our patients' experience, in this instance the Graf family environment, that is at issue. That environment was not "good enough," not even "average expectable." Abuse remains abuse whether it is labeled as such or not.
THE INTERVIEWS
First of all, let me summarize what Max Graf, Hans's father, by then a man in his seventies, had to say to Kurt Eissler in 1952 about his wife, who like her son had been Freud's patient. Max tells Eissler that Freud had advised his then twenty-five-year-old disciple, "marry her, you will have fun." "Fun," Max tells Eissler, "fun I did not have." Quite the contrary. Frau Graf, like her husband a talented musician, proved to be quite "hysterical," in her ex-husband's words, and "very focused on herself." Antisocial ("there was tension between my wife and everyone!"), inhibited, and withdrawn, she would become depressed after intercourse (with some "episode" the next morning), while at other times, he relates, she would suddenly become jealous of his prolific work and at least once tore up his papers. Graf protested to a surprised Freud that the marriage, which was to last eighteen years (Max waited to divorce Olga until Herbert and his sister were old enough), was "not working." Freud seems to have agreed with Max's notion that children would "change these moods of hers," presumably by modulating her envy of his originality and productivity as a rising musicologist. While his wife breast-fed and otherwise tended to her son, who was a beautiful and, Max notes, a surprisingly cheerful child, she bottle-fed, neglected, and otherwise behaved "badly" toward the daughter born three and a half years later. Far from alleviating her anger and depression, the child's birth seems only to have made matters worse. Indeed, Graf concluded that his wife was intensely "jealous" of her daughter as a female rival.
Max also details a history of severe depression in his wife's family, a constitutional predisposition quite possibly passed on to her and at least one of her children. Frau Graf had been the fifth of six troubled if talented siblings. The two oldest brothers had shot themselves before her marriage to Max, while one of her artistic sisters later attempted suicide. Olga's daughter, "Hanna" in the case history, was destined to succeed where her sister had failed. Perhaps smarter than her brother, according to her father, a "beautiful, kind and clever woman," she struggled with a lifelong sense of inferiority. This was exacerbated, he adds, by her being deprived of a university or even gymnasium education, as was the fate of most Viennese girls at the time. With her second marriage apparently crumbling (and having, like her father and brother, settled in America), the adult "Hanna" killed herself three days before her father was to receive a note from her estranged husband imploring him to help with a reconciliation.
Regarding his son Herbert, Max is both vague about the past and circumspect about the present. He recalls mostly the boy's fear of going onto the balcony lest he see a horse, talks about his early singing and interest in opera, and suggests that his sibling rivalry fell within normal limits. Indicating that his son's later life may not have been so "normal" and that there has been adult behavior on Herbert's part with which he might not "agree," he stresses their current closeness, suggesting distribution.
perhaps a past estrangement, protests that these matters are his private business, and declines to discuss his son's personal life with Eissler.
While acknowledging Freud's genius, he also stresses his disillusionment with him. Perhaps because he was afraid of his own father, Max sought out and then submitted to the "Professor," whom he subsequently came to see as having a "Moses complex." Charismatic, Freud also had a "suspicious" look; Freud, he relates, was not a man to be crossed. He avers that he broke with his mentor because of his religiouslike dogmatism. Freud shunned him after this and claimed, incorrectly according to Max, that he still owed his dues for the Wednesday night group. Interestingly, Max came, as did his wife, to prefer Alfred Adler, whom he found more personable and who, like Max, would one day defect from Freud's inner circle. (Adler's emphasis was on narcissistic injury, power struggles, and the aggressive drive, which Freud came to acknowledge only quite late in his theorizing.)
One can only speculate that it was this erstwhile adherent's disenchantment with Freud because of the destructive role he played in his personal life that caused the breach in their intellectual collaboration. When Eissler declares the write-up to be the "perfect case history," its coauthor simply does not respond. Yes, we might infer, the treatment may have been a success, a public success, but the patient-another, unidentified patient-died.
It was another seven years before Eissler interviewed "Little Hans" himself, an apparently rather resentful and reluctant Herbert Graf, then stage director of the Metropolitan Opera under Rudolph Bing (see Graf 1972) . The younger Graf, now in his fifties, counters that his mother's analysis with Freud, far from benefiting her as Eissler would have it, not only "did not help her at all" but probably "resulted in some damage. . . . Freud was not good in her life." His advising her to have children "more or less broke up the marriage," because Herbert's baby sister, who "in the meantime died," was "too much a burden on her mind." Eventually finding a "great personal friend" in the heretical Adler, Olga Graf "didn't like" her former analyst "at all" because of what she felt was "not good advice to my father." The divorce when Herbert was sixteen or seventeen, at which time he discovered the case history in the family library, ushered in economic distress on top of the misery that was already there. It was then, as an adolescent, that he visited Freudan encounter immortalized in Freud's one postscript to the case history. Herbert was later told that Freud deemed their meeting "the best proof distribution.
of the correctness of his theory." While Herbert had no memory of the infantile neurosis-whether because of ordinary infantile amnesia, as Eissler would like him to believe, or, we might now conjecture, because of dissociation brought on by trauma-he says that he suffered later on, again in undisclosed ways. He himself tried analysis as an adult but, like his parents, "did not like it at all"-a great idea perhaps, but definitely mishandled by unworthy practitioners. At first Herbert may have "admired" his father and Freud so much that he had no reason to doubt anything they did or said. However, he unequivocally resented the case's publication and, ultimately, "the lifting of his identity," which he found "shocking." Herbert seems to "yes" Eissler when the latter ignores his rage at the case's publication and his exposure to twice underscore the momentousness of a boy's being able to divulge a patricidal impulse to his very own father without retribution. However, he continues to make his alienation and bitterness quite clear, though Eissler apparently does not hear him.
As noted, Herbert says that he cannot recall "anything which ever happened to me until my parents divorced when I was sixteen"-an ambiguous statement that may refer to the oedipal period alone, described in the case, or perhaps to his whole childhood. However, a few fragments of memory may refer to his more unconscious maternal representations. "Fire," fire at home, which is not mentioned in this written case as it is in the Dora case (Freud 1905a) , "always scares" him. (Ironically, he adds, a real fire recently destroyed his Bedford house.) He vaguely remembers being afraid of leaving the house and going into the street, and secondarily of horses and of their falling.
Conflagration, loss of control, destruction, separation, and abandonment-are these the threats posed by a volatile mother? Herbert himself does not make the connection directly, but his associations seem to me to point in this direction. Indeed, his musings seems to reveal the same use of symbols and places in lieu of inescapable people that is seen in the boy's phobia-the use, that is, of displacement, externalization, avoidance, and generalization. These defenses may color the adult Herbert's description of the Vienna he fled so many years earlier. For him, the city of his childhood-the city where his mother still lives and where both their original analyses took place-remains a "decadent" and dangerous place. Above all, he emphasizes the pleasure Austrians find in hurting people, in inflicting pain. To this day he gets "jittery" when he returns to Vienna, sensing the malevolence lurking beneath its distribution.
surface charm. Whatever its validity, Herbert's wholesale indictment of his countrymen, I hypothesize, has to do specifically with his mother's sadism, indeed with the infanticidal impulses that are never formulated as such in his father's original narrative or in Freud's commentary.
Noting his father's eerily beatific description of his second wife's untimely death, he says quite explicitly that Max has an extraordinary capacity ("strength," he calls it) to deny his feelings, avoid unpleasant situations, and disavow unwanted truths. After all, Herbert continues, Max chose not to attend his tragic daughter's funeral. ("Just like Goethe," Eissler interjects, ". . . Goethe went to only one funeral!") Perhaps his defenses, rather phobic in their own right, enabled Max to collude at least for a time with his mentor Freud in a conspiracy of silence about the depth of Olga Graf's intractable pathology and its devastating effects on her husband and children, particularly her daughter. Thus, Herbert's further stresses the "intrigues" permeating Viennese life and, in what may be an unconscious allusion to his father's and Freud's communications about the secrets of his young soul, its citizens' proclivity for malevolent "gossip." Herbert concludes that psychoanalysis was but "one thing" that he and his peers "hated" about the Austrian ethos, further implying that he has to some extent gotten over this. However, hate it he did, and, it seems, at some level still does.
We also have at our disposal a 1953 note from Herbert's mother, Olga Graf, refusing an interview, and a 1960 interview with his wife Lise. Olga's daughter-in-law Lise was an alcoholic, abused drugs, and maintained a long-standing extramarital affair. Like Herbert's sister "Hanna," she too committed suicide, dying of an overdose sometime after her meeting with Eissler. Herbert's second marriage, like his father's third, proved happier than his first. (One can only speculate about motives for Herbert's choice of a wife with character pathology reminiscent of his mother's.)
In her rather incoherent communication, Olga Graf says, "It does not work with Freud." She invokes Adler, indicating that he said, perhaps sarcastically, that it was "noble" of her former husband to refer her to Eissler. Perhaps she is saying that it was unfair of Max to open old wounds. She refuses to write or speak of Freud lest some nameless dread leave her once again sleepless, having already told him yesterday that [Freud] "wreaked havoc on us." Sleep, she adds, is one of the greatest boons in life. Her son Herbert serves as her courier, since she does not have Eissler's address. She sends him her "warmest regards."
Eissler's 1960 interview with Lise Graf is noteworthy for her many self-contradictions. She speaks mostly of the Goethe Prize and of her meeting with Freud with his big untrained, "wild" German shepherd. While Lise tells Eissler that she and Herbert were "inner" followers of an "awfully kind, humble" Professor, she nonetheless notes ironically that for Freud, if not for Herbert, the case, proof of his theories, was over when Hans was six years old. Freud seemed uninterested in the details of Herbert's later life apart from his success. She and Herbert thought a lot about him over the ensuing years, but never tried to make contact with Freud again, nor did he with them. From her father-in-law Max, who had also severed relations with his former idol, she nevertheless heard only "wonderful things" about Freud. Once more her mother-in-law's instability is emphasized, along with her disaffection from Freud and admiration of Adler. And again we are led to ask about Herbert in his adult years. What were the lingering problems of which no one in the family feels free to speak? (Lindon [1992] , following Giovacchini [1982] , speculates about Herbert's sadistic treatment of women and closeted homosexuality.)
From a contemporary perspective, the diagnostic picture that emerges from the admittedly subjective Graf reporters is of a mother suffering from severe psychopathology (Axis I pathology, in the terminology of contemporary psychiatry). If their portrayals of her and her family are indeed accurate, she, like at least three of her siblings, seemed to suffer from endogenous depression-another biological predisposition quite possibly passed on to her children, one of whom committed suicide. Along with this, an anxiety disorder was manifested more specifically in Olga's pervasive social phobia and agoraphobia. The father also exhibited certain avoidant trends, further predisposing his son to suffer some of the phobic symptomatology seen in the case history. Frau Graf is further described as an envious, self-absorbed, narcissistically vulnerable, and easily enraged woman, whose destructive aggression fueled sadistic defenses against her depression (in modern terms, she seems to have had a borderline personality organization). According to her former husband at least, her maliciousness was directed toward him and, subsequently, her daughter. Whatever the truth of these impressions of Olga as an individual, the Grafs' was a fraught marriage in the context of a sexist society, one in which a son may very well have been predestined to become a pawn and a recipient in his own right of his mother's protracted penis envy and vindictiveness toward men.
distribution.
Theirs was also a family system in which, with an initially revered and then devalued Freud hovering in the background, the truth of the matter, the "whole truth," was most likely to remain unspoken and unacknowledged, suppressed and dissavowed.
With these data in hand, I will now try to demonstrate that as much as Herbert's (or Hans's) neurosis derived from what Freud called the return of the repressed, it would also, like Schreber's psychosis (Freud 1911) , betray the "return of the denied" (Niederland 1959 (Niederland ,1968 .
THE CASE REVISITED
Prelude
Reread in the light of the Graf interviews, the introduction to the case history proper, chronicling the period preceding the outbreak of Hans's actual phobia, reveals the mother's sexual and emotional misuse of her son and the boy's responses to this. Hans's mother "coaxes with" the boy, taking him into bed in defiance of her husband's increasing protests at the impropriety of her behavior. Perhaps in contrast to her treatment of her husband, she showers "tenderness" on her little son. She calls her sister's attention to his "thingummy" and asks directly about his masturbation but then repeatedly admonishes him that touching his "widdler is piggish" and threatens to have the doctor cut it off (Freud 1909, pp. 7-8, 19, 23) . Hans, like many children of the period, still sleeps in his parents' bedroom, though the father declares that the child has not seen them having intercourse. This could very well be true, we can now infer, because sex between them was so emotionally fraught, according to Max Graf fifty years later, that it was likely a rare occurrence.
One result of what we would now consider sexual overstimulation appears to have been the three-year-old Hans's polymorphous perversity and the hypersexualization of his relations with other children. For instance, his father writes of the "violence of his long-range love." Hans would sit on the step leading to the balcony "for hours on end" waiting for a little girl with whom he was entranced to return from school (Freud 1909, pp. 15-16 )-the same balcony, interestingly, which he later became afraid to venture onto lest he see a horse in the street.
In this state of mind, Hans makes the mistake of confessing to his mother that he would like to go downstairs and sleep (literally) with yet another little girl neighbor. Quite possibly wounded by the notion that he would really want to go away from "Mummy," she retaliates in the guise of teasing: "Well, if you really want to go away from Daddy and Mummy, then take your coat and knickers and-good-bye" (Freud 1909, p. 17) . Again the reader might let this pass as the "sadomasochism of everyday life" were it not for what we now know about this woman-her narcissistic vulnerabilities, her jealousy and her readiness to lash out at those who displeased her.
Having a son, I infer, failed to quell Frau Graf's envy as her husband and analyst had hoped. Instead she seems to have maintained her retreat from an adult genital position and to have used her boy as an alternative to her mate, with whom sex was a source of grief and rage, possibly because of her own castration anxiety and other now welldocumented self-esteem issues.
Perhaps her son also served as a phallic narcissistic extension of her otherwise damaged self, a projection with which child analysts today are all too familiar. While her many declarations that she does have a "widdler" might very well be seen as a "proto-feminist" assertion that, yes, she possesses a female genital or for that matter a urethra, they may also betray an unconscious fantasy that she has a male organ tucked up inside her and/or projected onto her boy (You, Hans, are my widdler!). Moreover, she seems to have taunted her husband with this new plaything, in the process devaluing the boy's father in his eyes. She also manipulated and emasculated her son by seducing and then threatening to abandon him. Her behavior, stemming from her pathologically aggravated penis envy, would then have distorted her son's incestuous wishes, which became infused with his mother's pregenital aggression, and intensif ied his anxiety regarding both castration and separation. Hence we can infer the particularly intense impact of Hans's expulsion from the parents' bedroom at four and a half as one factor in precipitating his phobia.
The Phobia
Little Hanna's birth when Hans was three and a half (Freud 1909, p. 11) added to the mix the guilt and anxiety he felt concerning his intense sibling rivalry, a situation common with older siblings. However, supplementing the case history with material from the interviews, I hypothesize that the birth also set in motion internal processes in his mother that precipitated a spectacle of maternal violence that made his home a realistically dangerous place. Indeed, Hans's mother distribution.
may very well have succumbed to a postpartum depression characterized by rages and verging at times on psychosis. While the sexual and emotional abuse continued, Hans's mother seems to have become increasingly physically abusive toward her daughter. Moreover, the full outbreak of Hans's neurosis when he was four years, nine months old, and his sister fifteen months, would have coincided with the latter's rapprochement subphase, a particularly fraught and regressive time for "rejection sensitive" and potentially vindictive borderline mothers (Ross and Dunn 1980 ), a period when child abuse often intensifies.
In this setting of ongoing strain trauma, the home delivery, while typical of the times, would have become an even more acute trauma in its own right. His mother's retching and groaning ("coughing" Hans calls this, perhaps referring to the symptoms of his own tonsillitis) and the blood-filled receptacles confronted the boy with the likelihood that something violent had happened in the other room. The prospect of physical harm to his mother and/or the newborn raised the spectre of his own castration (Freud 1909, p. 10) . As I noted in an earlier paper (Ross 1989) , Hans may very well have drawn a connection later on between the delivery and his subsequent tonsillectomy, which, his father says, worsened his phobia (Freud 1909, p. 29) . Quite possibly he imagined himself castrated, as he believed his mother had been, as the price to be paid for giving birth to a baby. Even more to the point, I now think, is Slap's notion (1961) that the boy represented the surgeons in their white gowns and black masks in the form of the black-muzzled white horses of which he became so afraid. In addition to symbolizing the imaginary castrating (biting) father of the oedipus complex (Freud 1910) , these figures also portrayed the real-life perpetrators of an actual assault on his body and the removal of two "balls" while he was asleep, an event then processed in the anesthesia-induced delirium so typical of postoperative children Hans's age. Help, he cries out in his neurosis, maybe I've done or wanted something bad somehow, and those surgeons are going to cut off my other balls, just as Mummy said the doctor would do.
No doubt the biting horse does have to do with the boy's rivalrous aggression toward his father, his wish to emasculate him, and, in a projection typical of the oedipal child, his fear of retaliation in kind. However, as we have just seen, this age-expectable positive oedipal constellation was made many times worse by the delivery, the tonsillectomy, and, most important, his mother's relentless seduction of him distribution.
and provocation of the father, the realities of which are betrayed in various dream or perhaps hynogogic imagery. For instance, there is the image of his wresting a crumpled giraffe (mother) from a big one (father), who cries out in impotent protest, a scene that is immediately associated with "Mummy taking off her chemise" (Freud 1909, pp. 31, 38 ). It's not all in his head, he wants his father to know, and to tell Freud. His mother really did expose herself. As in all pathogenic situations, the oedipal triangle is for real as far as his family is concerned, actualized in ways that interfere with the cognitively egocentric boy's unfolding ability to differentiate fantasy and reality. Thus at this point, probably following his mother's lead, he sees the father as proud and possessive like a stallion (Freud 1909, p. 82 ) rather than as a strong parent setting appropriate limits. Furthermore, the biting horse can be understood as a direct portrayal of the mother's oral aggression and sarcasm. Hans has a won a Pyrrhic victory, for what he is almost forced to desire, and to look at, is what also terrifies him: his mother's dangerous, biting vagina.
And if this is the case, and the first form of the phobia partly represents real occurrences, what about the rest of his "nonsense" (as Freud dubs the boy's unfolding symptom neurosis, implicitly dismissing its grounding in any reality)? Hans subsequently becomes afraid not only of biting horses but also of horses falling down and making a noisy row with their feet (Freud 1909, pp. 46, 50) , as well as of their driving off (pp. 44-45), sometimes with him on the cart in tow, carried away and "not coming home anymore" (pp. 47, 79). What could the boy be telling his father, Freud, and now us symbolically about other stresses in his family life?
For one thing, the new horse scenarios may very well portray the mother's demonstrable fits of rage-temper tantrums in which she may literally have fallen or thrown herself down and made a row with her feet, tearing up papers or perhaps spewing forth threats of abandonment and expulsion as she has done before with her son. When the boy expresses his fear that the father will leave, perhaps wondering about his son's unwanted wishes to be rid of him, his father asks, "Have I ever threatened you that I shan't come home?" To which Hans replies, "Not you but Mummy. Mummy's told me she won't come back." In leaving, the father would leave him unprotected from her or possibly all aloneabandoned by both parents. However, at this point, shifting the focus from his mother to the boy, the father presumes that the threat has been distribution. made because the boy has been naughty or at least felt himself to have been (Freud 1909, pp. 44-45; emphasis added) .
Even more poignant is Hans's terror of the bath, which is disclosed in the wake of the first violent plumber fantasy, in which the plumber bores a hole in his belly and unscrews the tub to take it away (p. 65). Whatever the undeniable sexual symbolism in this scenario, real plumbers are like actual mothers in that they, too, deal with bathrooms and WCs-especially mothers who "bore" into their children by giving enemas. Perhaps the boy's father is growing suspicious. For it is without much of an introduction, at least in the text, that he asks, "Are you afraid of Mummy dropping you in the water?" When Hans answers, "I'm afraid of her letting go and my head going in," his father counters that she's too "fond" of him to let go, and that perhaps he has (again) been "naughty" and, watching Hanna being bathed, he would like her to fall in (Freud 1909, pp. 65-67) . Thus, his father attributes Hans's fright to the boy's unconscious death wishes, ignoring his child's fear in the face of what should be a soothing ritual and invoking fantasy to deflect both his son's and his own attention from the clear and present danger Hans's mother poses to her children.
Maybe the father is correct, and the boy's mother is still no direct threat to him-not yet. But picture the baby Hanna in her bath. And listen to what her brother tells his father about his mother's handling of her infant daughter. While Hans describes his various birth fantasies (see also Ross 1989) and confesses his own death wishes toward his sister, he also tells his father that not only does he himself scream in the bath, "But Hanna screams too."
Perhaps it is simply the father's habitual disavowal that obscures his vision. Or possibly the abuse really is news to him, and there are indeed developments in his household, perhaps involving bathing and defecating, of which he has not been fully aware. Given the fouryear-old boy's evident protests on the potty, the row he makes, and what appears to be his unsuccessful and protracted toilet training, one cannot help speculating about Hanna's making "lumpy." That is, about her mother's premature attempts to toilet train a baby as early as six months, indeed as many Austrians and Germans tended to do in those days. A woman such as Olga Graf might well have experienced her immature infant's incapacity to comply as deliberate def iance and, it seems, punished her, "whacked" her, for this. The mother's behavior would have exacerbated her son's age-appropriate fears of being hurt, engulfed in baths and toilet bowls and swirling down the drain, fears ref lected in the images of being carried away on a horsecart and of the plumber's unscrewing the bathtub and taking it away.
Whatever the truth of this conjecture, something has changed at home and is reflected in the changing content of the boy's phobia. Hans's mother is probably more and more out of control, her sadism less insidious and more explosive, her rage more murderous.
Later, talking about teasing horses, Hans confides that, yes, he would like to whip them. This time the father begins to understand what his son is telling him-at least for a moment or two. "With a carpet beater," he adds, a punishment, his father now tells Freud, with which his wife often threatens Hans. However, at this point the father was "obliged to break off the conversation for today" (Freud 1909, pp. 79-81 ; emphasis added), thereby allowing Freud to again bypass the mother's actual behavior and comment instead on the boy's infantile theories of impregnation as a violent act. Having built his case for infantile sexuality in general (Freud 1905b) , he has now homed in on the "primal scene" such that Hans's wish to beat Mummy derives solely from the inherent "violence" of his desire for her.
For all of Hans's undeniable and age-expectable sibling rivalry, castration anxiety, sadistic interpretations of intercourse, and anal birth theories, the boy has basically divulged (and his father begun to acknowledge) the mother's assaults on his baby sister. As time progresses, he also communicates his fear of his mother, his anger at her, and his urgent need for protection by his father, a father fortunately to whom he has grown a good deal closer as a result of their purportedly clinical relationship.
The boy may be impressed by Freud's seeming omniscience, his divination of his patricidal and incestuous wishes following their one visit together. Indeed, he wonders whether "the Professor talk[s] to God" (Freud 1909, p. 42) . However, it is his real father to whom he cleaves for dear life. The boy makes it crystal clear that he is ever so fond of him, and not of his forbidding mother. Notwithstanding his procreation fantasies, he wants his father to know that his mother has repeatedly declared that she definitely does not want another child (Freud 1909, p. 91) : a phallus, a weapon perhaps, like the penknife of hers that Hans pokes between the legs of his Grete doll (p. 84), but certainly not another demanding baby.
Like a surgeon, Hans's "phallic" mother bores holes in her children-concretely with enema tubes that resemble an erect penis. Moreover, she is not just a figment of the child's imagination, as later described by Freud (1927) , but also a product of her own fantasy life. In this unconscious fabrication, I conjecture, she does not need a child because she already has a penis. Fathers are not necessary; a boy is a projection of her phallic self and must remain close or risk castration; a girl baby with her exposed vulva is both a potential rival and an unwanted reminder of her defective body image. Her fantasy gives rise, then, to a pernicious intersubjective communication with her son, one in which she reinforces and fixates an age-specific universal illusion for her own purposes.
In contrast to his mother's fantasy, the boy's fantasy about his father is just that-a fantasy. Yes, he plumbs his father's mind, at times inappropriately (Ross 1989 ), but he never hurts him. The plumber probably represents his mother as she actually is-a tyrant who demands the surrender of body and soul, particularly his and Hanna's "bottoms" when they are on the potty or subjected to enemas.
distribution.
In this context, even Hans's longings for paternal protection assume a sadomasochistic cast. Hence the phobia finds its resolution and the case history its denouement in the second and last plumber fantasy. In this scenario, Hans surrenders his "bottom" to this figure in the hope that sexual submission and castration will appease the aggressor and somehow provide a means to the reintegration of an imperiled body intactness and masculinity.
Importantly, as his fear of horses abates, the boy's separation anxiety persists. Hans remains afraid to leave his house (Freud 1909, pp. 96, 99) . In a paradox typical of the school-phobic or agoraphobic child, he dare not try to flee a home that has become such a dangerous place because he has been made to dread perpetual banishment and for fear of what might happen there in his absence. It is here that Hanna might be killed. It is here that his own death wishes might be realized, impulses initially targeting his oedipal and sibling rivals but increasingly aimed at his abusive mother as well. Besides, suffusing his being as any mother must, she is inescapable. So the child has no choice but to try to project, displace, and externalize the danger she embodies and to counter it by offering himself up to his father, who must protect him not only from the perils of the outside world (Freud 1921) but from his own wife. He must choose his father as his preferred parent and his libidinal object, at least for the duration of his vulnerable childhood.
And given the circumstances, the truth cannot be told. The familyfather, son, and daughter-will have to live with the mother's madness for many years to come. Perhaps inevitably, once "Hans" gets old enough, Herbert later tells us, and can move about on his own, he never wants to go back home.
CONCLUSIONS
For the most part, Freud probably did not have access to what was going on in the Graf household. Moreover, bent as he was on vigorously repudiating the seduction hypothesis and proving his discoveries about infantile fantasy and sexuality, he may have blinded himself to the glimpses he did get of the child abuse taking place within it. "Not that many mistakes were made," he later declared in speaking of the Graf parents to the Wednesday night group that Hans's father dropped out of, "and those that did occur [such as the mother's taking Hans into distribution.
the toilet with her] did not have that much to do with the neurosis" (Nunberg and Federn 1967, p. 235 ; emphasis added). Today we understand that we can no longer afford to follow the injunction "close the eyes" (Freud 1900 ) like some blind Tiresian seer, indeed like Oedipus, blotting out our perceptions of interpersonal reality in order to gain insight into our inner demons and their impact on us.
When the child's worst imaginings have been borne out in actuality by a parent's behavior, oedipal wishes and fears feel very real and so become traumatic and neurosogenic rather than inspiring and adaptive (Erikson 1963 (Erikson , 1964 . "Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-year-old Boy" is a case in point of potentially declarative memories of oedipal-age trauma expressed procedurally, emotionally, symbolically, and thus symptomatically (Ross 2003) . If only someone would listen, Little Hans might be able to speak the adult Herbert's "real truth."
More devastating are preoedipal traumas of the kind suffered by the boy's ultimately suicidal little sister. Beyond episodic memory as we know it, these traumas are unspeakable, irretrievable, and often annihilating. After all, Hans was destined for great success in life whereas, for all the intense feeling she stirred in family members, Baby Hanna's hapless plight eluded everyone's attention. Remember, too, that she was a daughter in a household focused on a firstborn son and that her second-class-citizen status as a female in a misogynistic culture was maintained throughout her life until she finally ended it.
As with the clinical material from many child analyses, the case of Little Hans has much to tell us adult analysts. Given our patients' narcissistically driven selective reporting and our own hobbyhorses, do we really know what is going on-at home, behind closed doors? Do we "talk to God"? Sensitized to the traumas our grown patients have suffered as children, are we always equally aware of the ways in which these trauma may be being transmitted to their own offspring? Is it not easier to make a dynamic formulation or discern in a patient's associations the refractions of more or less universal unconscious fantasies than to find not only their genesis in past experience but also their manifestation in current reality outside the consulting room? Both God and the devil lurk in the details. We must listen for what we are not being told and what we ourselves are not hearing. Like the complete intergenerational oedipus myth, beginning with an unfathered Laius' pederasty and attempted filicide (Ross 1982; Pollock and Ross 1987) , the complete case of Little Hans is a cautionary tale.
